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File: preppers1.jpg (757 KB, 1650x2200)
 Preppers Dump Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)02:21:39

No.244933245

Post preppers dump and guide against coronachan, remember, in preppers,
education is no 1

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)02:28:10 No.244933730
File: preppers2.jpg (1.65 MB, 1650x3450)

>>244933245 (OP) #

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)02:34:34 No.244934235
File: preppers3.jpg (494 KB, 2160x1500)

>>244933730 #

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)02:40:35 No.244934665
File: preppers4.jpg (140 KB, 727x927)

>>244934235 #
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 Anonymous (ID: a4f3WMQW )  02/23/20(Sun)02:42:16 No.244934786

>>244933245 (OP) #
Why prep? You'll inherit a wasteland. Even if you manage to overcome, your descendants will ruin it. Better
to die than continue thia faggot race.

 Anonymous (ID: C0yFrOSc )  02/23/20(Sun)02:42:44 No.244934809

>>244934786 #
Fuck off nihilist

 Anonymous (ID: qjYynn2/ )  02/23/20(Sun)02:45:56 No.244935049

>>244934665 #
How long is that food prep supposed to last?

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)02:47:38 No.244935175
File: preppers5.jpg (100 KB, 540x748)

>>244934786 #
Are you sure its wasteland ? Assume all people and virus died in 3 month, plenty of stuff
for my descendants.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)02:49:21 No.244935303
File: respirator1.jpg (180 KB, 1023x1500)

>>244935049 #
Tabletop game assume 18month before vaccine produced. Yes its a problem to stock up
that much, thats why >>244935175 #
means a lot.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)02:55:25 No.244935742
File: respirator2.jpg (206 KB, 972x1246)

>>244935303 #

 Anonymous (ID: ALAkeoax )  02/23/20(Sun)02:58:45 No.244935969
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>>244933245 (OP) #
Prepping for ants?

 Anonymous (ID: 7vtYhCMu )  02/23/20(Sun)03:00:39 No.244936107

>>244935969 #
Fucking NEWSFAGS DISCORD TRANNIES JUST FUCK OFF TO YOUR FUCKING NIGGER LOVER KIKE TRUMP
THREADS OR BETTER, FUCK OFF TO REDDIT

 Anonymous (ID: 7uIVLfwN )  02/23/20(Sun)03:00:45 No.244936116

>>244935303 #
1x 3M 6800 (if you don't like full mask go for 6200 but then you need goggles and remember to never
touch your face)
2x 3M 603
2x 3M 501
20x 3M 5935 P3

optimal price/value after doing some research with actual prices

 Anonymous (ID: iiOdXjJy )  02/23/20(Sun)03:01:50 No.244936199

>>244934665 #
>>244935049 #
I know my rice. One normal rice cooker uses around 250 grams of rice per cooking. One rice cooker can
feed a family of four in one day so basically that rice will last for 36 days. Peas, chickpeas,etc are good
for 1 meal/serving so if you plan to eat 3 times a day, 30 cans is literally just 10 days. List kinda sucks.
You'll be either eating only rice and seasonings or have to ration veggies and stuff for them to last the
same as your rice.

Very good if you're prepping for yourself.

And need to mention that the problem with rice is it needs a lot of water. Spoils easily if cooked however
quite versatile when you can also make rice cakes with them and other desserts.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)03:04:47 No.244936420
File: respirator3.jpg (60 KB, 960x720)

>>244935742 #
>>244936116 #
I still didnt buy the goggles, half respirator should do OK I guess.
>>244936199 #
For us asians, water should not be a problem, bleach is the answer. I'm thinking of
instant oats as replacement to rice.

 Anonymous (ID: 7uIVLfwN )  02/23/20(Sun)03:08:54 No.244936742

>>244936420 #
you need P3/FFP3 (EU), N100 (USA)

 Anonymous (ID: iiOdXjJy )  02/23/20(Sun)03:09:02 No.244936757

>>244936420 #
Water will be a problem though and not sure about Malaysia but oats is more expensive here than rice
and oats need other stuff to make it edible while rice if you are desperate enough only needs onions
sauce. Maybe oats and sugar. Not really sure. I am not an oats kind of person.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)03:09:58 No.244936810
File: respirator4.jpg (201 KB, 981x1404)
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>>244936420 #
Food items should be in small packets, this is to avoid being spoiled. Aquarium UV cleaner
is good to have, its cheaper and do the same job as sterilizer.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)03:14:26 No.244937123
File: respirator5.jpg (239 KB, 692x899)

>>244936757 #
Seeds as vegetable replacement then, microgreens is cheap, use less water and its fast
and nutritious. Water spinach seeds is cheap so do mung beans. Rice is good, but yeah,
its just for filling, not for taste. Small sachets of flavoring suggested. Philipines are
islands, source of protein should be easy on you.

 Anonymous (ID: vHUz4tRa )  02/23/20(Sun)03:16:34 No.244937258

>>244933245 (OP) #
Water treatment pills for canteens, instant Koolaid to make it drinkable.

 Anonymous (ID: a4f3WMQW )  02/23/20(Sun)03:16:49 No.244937273

>>244935175 #
World is connected and every first world country is like a cog in a machine.

First China dies out and literally everything that you consume or use skyrockets in price or disappeares
because companies don't like paying workers in EU or USA since those workers require all kinds of shit.
Expendable Chinese or any other Asian cockroach don't require healthcare, benefits, or paycheck
greater than $4 a month.

USA dies out, you have no more world police. Chaos ensues in every fucking country USA threatened to
nuke if they attack Israel.

Domino effect continues. No NATO, and Russia steamrolls to Europe. All those immigrants, niggers, and
everything else that has grown like bacteria on Petri dish in last 70 years of postwar Social Democratic
EU chimpouts.

Services completely collapse. Nothing works, can't go to doctor, dentist, shop. People with more guns
but less knowledge than you organize in redneck gangs and rob you. Your stupid prepp infographic is a
.jpg you can't access because there's no electricity.

You taste metal. Oh yeah, some random nuclear powerplant in Russia has been abandoned because
Slavs don't give a fuck. It has actually meltdown, and fuel has reached the watertanks. thermonuclear
blast obliterates Europe but you have no idea because no news service. The radioactive cloud drifts
towards America.

Etc. etc.

Situation right now is million times worse than with Spanish flu. But fortunately it's a nothing burger.

 Anonymous (ID: jGI7LSOg )  02/23/20(Sun)03:19:22 No.244937422

>>244937273 #
Nuclear power plants cannot explode like nuclear bombs.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)03:23:27 No.244937722
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File: respirator6.jpg (97 KB, 701x890)

>>244937123 #
>>244936757 #
Having sea around you is an advantage - buy nets
List of contacts (emergency keep in touch), 
withdraw some money (ATM money might be out, plus its a virus spreader!)
glove glove glove and some more gloves, layering it with gardening glove recommended
for longer usage.
2 meter distancing, avoid air-conditioner, rain coat can be use as makeshift overall, the

black plastic garbage bag is good too (hope we dont get to this level).

 Anonymous (ID: wC7bekhV )  02/23/20(Sun)03:27:43 No.244938050

>>244934235 #
Where can I buy a good hazard suit

 Anonymous (ID: bxa+Bs4z )  02/23/20(Sun)03:28:29 No.244938097

>>244937422 #
So long as they're properly shut down & made safe.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)03:28:40 No.244938119
File: respirator7.jpg (188 KB, 692x893)

>>244937422 #
Its worse, nuke all at same time-rain will help us bring it down, meltdown, little by little
thus longer term.

>>244937273 #
This is actually the plan. 500million or NWO, either way, eugenic/illuminati/whatever it is,
will win. War is expected from Iran/China towards Israel (somehow), Israel will retaliate,
also nuke of course, then we have another weird outbreak but easy dealt. After that...I

forgot :)

 Anonymous (ID: a4f3WMQW )  02/23/20(Sun)03:35:26 No.244938578

>>244938119 #
Yeah, but I really don't care so I don't wanna survive. Playing into their plan, then rebuilding everything for
them, and spending another 50 years being a baby boomer so milennials in 2100 can fuck it all up again no
thanks.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)03:39:05 No.244938858
File: respirator8.jpg (121 KB, 690x892)

>>244938119 #
>>244937273 #
My .jpg is last effort for those who are unprepared, at least the education lives on. Each
nation have different local scenario, USA definitely bad, yours too, here in SEA we are
much more blessed. There will be order and chaos, but who ever survive will have access
to abundant resources, that is guaranteed.
We cant fight half a century (minimum) planned eugenic project.
Pick one:

500Million OR our government bows to each other and work together.

Be not a cancer on the earth
Leave room for nature
Leave room for nature.

 Anonymous (ID: EUERCHPH )  02/23/20(Sun)03:44:30 No.244939231
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>>244934235 #
why is going bald needed?

 Anonymous (ID: jGI7LSOg )  02/23/20(Sun)03:45:01 No.244939273

>>244938097 #
You could set off explosives and intentionally try to make a nuclear power plant go off, it will never
explode like a nuclear bomb. They don't work the same way.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)03:49:28 No.244939595
File: respirator9.jpg (160 KB, 690x892)

>>244938858 #
Objective:Population reset, controlled birth, sustainability.
Other option is Mars, but at at 100 years oxygen generating, terraforming, soil cleanse,
low gravity, rebuild/colonize, etc etc VS our exponential growth...its not a viable option.

>>244938050 #
I dont know, does not guarantee, better find isolation spot and skill to continue living for
another 2 years ( which I have none of these).

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)03:53:06 No.244939834
File: respirator10.jpg (161 KB, 690x893)

>>244939231 #
Virus is so small, hair can easily trap them just like air, thorough washing is fine, but for
better guarantee - go bald and cover it. Beard is no no, because it allow outside air to
enter your full face mask. For me, cover the hair, eyes and breathing is fine already...I think.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)04:00:27 No.244940309
File: respirator11.jpg (187 KB, 690x893)

>>244939834 #
Being preppers need lots of knowledge, money, effort, patience. Its a long process,
always on the losing side, but, when SHTF like now, they are our king. This pandemic
might be nothing, but as in Warhammer 40K...

The Emperor protects! but it doesnt hurt to double check. hehehe

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)04:04:44 No.244940602
File: respirator12.jpg (168 KB, 690x893)

>>244940309 #
I'm almost out of infographic, pdf is not allowed.
So...good luck reading :)

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)04:06:41 No.244940749
File: respirator13.jpg (149 KB, 690x893)

>>244940602 #
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 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)04:09:58 No.244940974
File: respirator14.jpg (151 KB, 690x892)

>>244940749 #

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)04:11:44 No.244941105
File: respirator15.jpg (103 KB, 690x893)

>>244940974 #
>>244933245 (OP) #
No need to save, just need to understand
all this.
See you later ...space cowboys.

 Anonymous (ID: jmEYCnBq )  02/23/20(Sun)04:45:30 No.244943435
File: Active orders.jpg (83 KB, 750x735)

>>244936199 #
If you have a hand grinder for grain, you can also make rice flour with it. Just mix in
enough water to get a dough and some baking powder. Oil and sugar if you have it. I
doesn't taste like much but it will fill you up, and uses less water than eating the rice
normally.

 Anonymous (ID: hfdN3WDb )  02/23/20(Sun)05:15:25 No.244945789

>>244935303 #
You need many one time masks.

What will you do with mask full of viruses when you come back to home?

 Anonymous (ID: EUERCHPH )  02/23/20(Sun)05:16:44 No.244945905

Probably a dumb question, but is it possible to make your own gas mask filters? like replenish the carbon
particle things inside or something? I don't think I can spend that much on just filters.

 Anonymous (ID: 8QaBF/UN )  02/23/20(Sun)05:28:59 No.244946760
File: 1533994784705.jpg (8 KB, 250x250)

>>244937273 #
>You taste metal. Oh yeah, some random nuclear powerplant in Russia has been
abandoned because Slavs don't give a fuck. It has actually meltdown, and fuel has
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>>

>>

>>

>>

>>

reached the watertanks. thermonuclear blast obliterates Europe but you have no
idea because no news service. The radioactive cloud drifts towards America.

This.
This is what scares me the most. If society breaks down to that level, it wont be one
plant, but about 400 in the northern hemisphere. Life on Earth is fucked.

 Anonymous (ID: 8QaBF/UN )  02/23/20(Sun)05:33:29 No.244947058

>>244937422 #
>>>244937273 #
>Nuclear power plants cannot explode like nuclear bombs.

No, that's not what he's talking about. The nuke plants will boil off their water (even if the scram the rods
right away) because there will be no power for the water pumps. 
Also, most plants store used fuel rods onsite, and they have to be cooled too.
With no power, they all melt down. The zirconm cladding catches fire when exposed to air and the whole
mess goes up in flames.
There WILL hydrogen explosions, as the water is broken down into H2 and O2, as with Chernobyl and
Fukushima.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)06:22:04 No.244950488

>>244945789 #
UV it. One time mask is the best if its easy peasy to get, problem is...even without major outbreak, please
come tomorrow at 12pm.

>>244945905 #
True. I have the same problem. The filters are quite pricey. I think layering cloth with cotton might help.
Other way is filtering the air using water.

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)06:51:47 No.244952528
File: barrel_filter.jpg (62 KB, 621x808)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)06:52:34 No.244952583
File: soda_bottle_filter.jpg (29 KB, 370x316)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)06:53:39 No.244952661
File: TP-Chart.jpg (92 KB, 630x644)
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 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)06:54:12 No.244952703
File: charcloth.jpg (759 KB, 600x3860)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)06:55:32 No.244952791
File: bike_generator.png (146 KB, 2312x1288)

 Anonymous (ID: hidraMo4 )  02/23/20(Sun)06:55:46 No.244952805

>>244935175 #
>image
does not work desu. even if you pack the box full of compost instead of dirt, there's too little space.

 Anonymous (ID: 3a4dwxws )  02/23/20(Sun)06:56:51 No.244952885

>>244933245 (OP) #
stay the fuck away from colloidal silver. shit will tturn your skin blue permanently.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)06:58:56 No.244953049

>>244952528 #
>>244952583 #
Improvement - activated charcoal/crushed charcoal to remove odour
UV light at the end to sterilise, bleach and boiled.

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:00:05 No.244953146
File: aquatic_traps.gif (35 KB, 350x397)

>>244937273 #
>Your stupid prepp infographic is a .jpg you can't access because
there's no electricity.
Kindle fire +  solar charger. Microwave oven is an emp shield.
Also:
>year of our Lord 2000+20
>not recording your memes and infographics on etched brass
tablets

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:00:48 No.244953193
File: clean_fish.jpg (529 KB, 900x1908)
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 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:01:54 No.244953267
File: fish_trap.jpg (18 KB, 400x365)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:02:36 No.244953319
File: Shooting Fish in the Shallows.jpg (226 KB, 629x761)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:03:18 No.244953374
File: hunting guide.jpg (49 KB, 500x433)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:03:46 No.244953411
File: Deer Hunting Guide.png (767 KB, 1071x707)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:04:11 No.244953451
File: field_dressing.gif (18 KB, 500x405)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:04:56 No.244953501
File: wildlife parasites.jpg (410 KB, 1200x1575)
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 Anonymous (ID: kcExq5rw )  02/23/20(Sun)07:05:00 No.244953505

>>244933245 (OP) #
>puts links inside an image
fuck you, put qr codes or make a website, I'm not typing out urls one letter at a time

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:05:52 No.244953564
File: Beef Chart.gif (90 KB, 1329x1269)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:06:46 No.244953625
File: beef recomendations.jpg (286 KB, 875x1125)

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)07:07:27 No.244953682
File: spices.jpg (2.94 MB, 4200x4000)

>>244952805 #
As long people get the idea thats good enough. I see it will work because the soil
isnt that much packed. I cannot plant potatoes anyway.
>>244952885 #
Thing you mentioned is unreachable for me.

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:07:45 No.244953703
File: Universal Edibility Test.png (42 KB, 454x633)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:08:55 No.244953792
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File: food that regrows on its own.jpg (621 KB, 1080x3225)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:11:49 No.244953998
File: hazards_label.jpg (23 KB, 213x311)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:13:16 No.244954110
File: cattail-uses-infographic.jpg (158 KB, 692x1575)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:14:01 No.244954167
File: poison_plant_id.png (605 KB, 890x668)

 Anonymous (ID: A8W5F1HV )  02/23/20(Sun)07:16:19 No.244954332

Anybody got graphics showing absolute beginner info for fishing? Like what knots to use and what setup
to use in running water vs still water

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)07:16:58 No.244954390

>>244953505 #
If typing the url is a burden, then you dont need it much.
>>244953703 #
>>244953792 #
Good info

I think we need ways to clear up the air and ways to filter air.

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:18:10 No.244954483
File: gasmask.jpg (2.08 MB, 1969x1703)
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 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:19:42 No.244954606
File: diy_gasmask.jpg (136 KB, 628x462)

 Anonymous (ID: hbRWmPYy )  02/23/20(Sun)07:19:52 No.244954619

>>244953451 #
>>244953564 #
>/pol/hikkineet bags his very first deer with his MP40
>gut shot
>ends up dying after eating the meat
hohoho nature wins again

 Anonymous (ID: mBAquUrS )  02/23/20(Sun)07:21:04 No.244954734

UK fags might like it. Don't starve! https://youtu.be/6yH5JbzaNrw [Open]

 Anonymous (ID: eSKGSkan )  02/23/20(Sun)07:21:43 No.244954788

>>244953146 #
>emp shield
So is aluminum foil or copper. 
Even a very small hole waves can get thru.
You should be wrapping your phone in foil anyway when not using it or put in a copper pot. Do you leave a
knife out? No, you put it in a sheath to protect it. Do you leave your dick out? No way you wear shorts and
have blanket. Do you trust the device and think it's totally loyal to you? Do you think it does nothing when
you leave it unattended? Also, it could be giving you cancer or even vamping your bodies energy with
hidden Tesla tech. Be smart, wrap it up.

 Anonymous (ID: eSKGSkan )  02/23/20(Sun)07:23:13 No.244954903

>>244954848
Looks fake and gay

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)07:26:41 No.244955173

>>244954606 #

Vinegar ? Someone care to explain ?

 Anonymous (ID: zvJDugcT )  02/23/20(Sun)07:27:10 No.244955218

Anything on what foods/goods to buy for stocking up?

 Anonymous (ID: 0LYmIfHX )  02/23/20(Sun)07:31:13 No.244955509
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>>

>>
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>>244955218 #
Grab some multivitamins. Seriously. Everyone forgets this.
Peanut butter is heavy in calories. So is goose fat etc.
Rice, pasta, etc are all useful for long-term storage. Sugar, too, and salt.
Tinned meats, like tuna, canned veg. Trail mixes, nuts, etc.

Basically you want to be able to eat calorie heavy foods with your starvation slave food like grains.

If you have a garden, consider planting things.

 Anonymous (ID: vLbgJe2B )  02/23/20(Sun)07:36:37 No.244955945

Can someone post a link to a UV lamp that is cheap and works?

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:36:57 No.244955963

>>244955173 #
Historically used by protesters to mitigate the effects of tear gas. Scientifically, it is no more effective
than using water. A wet mouth cover is what you're aiming for.

Some old hippies swear by it, others say to use specifically cider vinegar.

 Anonymous (ID: nvWj52Gv )  02/23/20(Sun)07:42:45 No.244956415

>>244935969 #
Phonefagging newfag. But prepping is important so here you go:
>for .jpg
Open in new tab, delete m extention, hit ho. Enjoy
>for .png
4chan for some reason likes to cjange the .png to .jpg in the new tab, so here you have to delete the
m.jpg and change it to .png
Enjoy.
And don't ask this question again.

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:43:29 No.244956482
File: what you need to get off (...).jpg (363 KB, 900x2793)

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)07:46:07 No.244956663

>>244955963 #
Thanks anon. Was thinking why need to smell vinegar. haha

>>244955945 #
Aquarium sterilizer light. Its UVC. All others are pretty much offer the same but will rip your money. They
sometime claim its steriliser and yet its just 395nm. Aim for lower nm, 254nm or below.

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:46:56 No.244956722
File: soak and sprout.jpg (87 KB, 960x859)
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 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:47:59 No.244956786
File: partner plants.jpg (308 KB, 800x753)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:48:30 No.244956817
File: veggie garden calendar.jpg (66 KB, 546x720)

 Anonymous (ID: nvWj52Gv )  02/23/20(Sun)07:49:39 No.244956920

>>244940602 #
Upload the pdf anywhere and share a link please.

 Anonymous (ID: nvWj52Gv )  02/23/20(Sun)07:50:45 No.244957011

>>244945789 #
Uvc it
Pic related>>244933245 (OP) #

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:50:55 No.244957026
File: Why-Freeze-Dried-Food-Inf(...).jpg (312 KB, 1200x1948)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)07:53:36 No.244957230
File: common chemical suppliments.jpg (601 KB, 904x1355)
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 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)07:53:50 No.244957250

>>244956920 #

http://www.sustenancencovering.com/download/

I'm still downloading it...according to importance, now to digest it..thats whole new other story.

 Anonymous (ID: s26ZskQF )  02/23/20(Sun)07:55:24 No.244957350

>>244953193 #
>>244953374 #
These are nice, but you have an infograph for vegetarian preppers?

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)07:56:11 No.244957413

>>244957230 #
looks easily digestable, book name ? or source ?
I just bought hydrogen peroxide and kinda blur what to do with it. 
Now, +1 knowledge - disinfectant

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)08:01:16 No.244957793

>>244957350 #
I posted some plant ID infographics and some growing charts for the gardeners lurking
>>244956817 #
>>244956786 #
>>244954167 #
>>244953792 #

>>244957413 #
Not sure, let me dig around and get back to you.

 Anonymous (ID: nvWj52Gv )  02/23/20(Sun)08:01:30 No.244957900

>>244957250 #
Thank you.

 Anonymous (ID: DTRNGTdR )  02/23/20(Sun)08:03:38 No.244958048
File: onions.jpg (71 KB, 1200x900)

Anons should stock up on onions.
They are rich in Vitamin C, B9, B6 and potassium if you eat them raw. They also have
antibacterial properties and were used by plaque doctors during the bulbonic
plaque and the spanish flu.
They are also easy to store and cheap.

 Anonymous (ID: 1tQLzd8s )  02/23/20(Sun)08:05:04 No.244958158
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Preppers are mentally ill

 Anonymous (ID: nvWj52Gv )  02/23/20(Sun)08:06:43 No.244958258

>>244957413 #
Look at the iconographic here >>244933245 (OP) #
It talks about it.

 Anonymous (ID: S8yvlwcB )  02/23/20(Sun)08:07:07 No.244958294

>>244934665 #
You could literally live a month or two on rice alone, providing you are healthy in the beginning. Then you
can slowly resupply your minerals after the period

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)08:07:23 No.244958318

>>244957413 #
>>244957793 #
No dice, I can't find anything on a source. I'm going to post it on /out/ and /k/, maybe someone can point
us in the right direction.

 Anonymous (ID: 0dL6+el7 )  02/23/20(Sun)08:10:09 No.244958563

>>244937422 #
>Nuclear power plants cannot explode like nuclear bombs.
to be honest, reactors would probably be safer if they did.

 Anonymous (ID: G4R5zNMs )  02/23/20(Sun)08:11:27 No.244958673

20kg of rice for 1 person accounts for 6 months of food.

 Anonymous (ID: S8yvlwcB )  02/23/20(Sun)08:14:24 No.244958923

>>244958673 #
This. Rice is good, the only problem is cooking it. The calories count is beautiful and half of fucking asia
lives on it.

 Anonymous (ID: eiSo3cBa )  02/23/20(Sun)08:16:13 No.244959062

>>244953505 #
I'm adding a pastebin link later, fuck you, I'm lazy and working on projects.

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)08:16:49 No.244959114
File: natural disinfectants.jpg (69 KB, 607x399)

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)08:17:17 No.244959146

Anybody make their own jerky or pemmican?

 Anonymous (ID: ++fxCJ19 )  02/23/20(Sun)08:19:27 No.244959306
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Based thread that deserves a bump.

 Anonymous (ID: +tXf5RQL )  02/23/20(Sun)08:24:39 No.244959736

Bump

 Anonymous (ID: Cw4WIRoS )  02/23/20(Sun)08:24:50 No.244959748

>>244939231 #
>>244939834 #
better seal on masks, full face or gas masks

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)08:25:20 No.244959784

>>244958158 #
Yes, preppers are mentally ill, it works the other way when SHTF. Now things SHTF, I dont want to get ill.

>>244958318 #
Haha, sorry to make you search for it, but I got too many stuff to read, so need kindergarten level with lots
of pic to absorb info.

 Anonymous (ID: RSb9fxLP )  02/23/20(Sun)08:29:05 No.244960093

bump

 Anonymous (ID: bBvGqqHn )  02/23/20(Sun)08:38:34 No.244960818

>>244957793 #
Thanks Anon. 
Bumping the thread for the great info graphics.

 Anonymous (ID: yYA3STL2 )  02/23/20(Sun)08:39:21 No.244960882

>>244938050 #
Gask masks work better with a clean shave... more to do with facial hair than your actual hair though. its
about getting a good seal with the rubber.

 Anonymous (ID: eiSo3cBa )  02/23/20(Sun)08:45:18 No.244961348
File: prototype.jpg (347 KB, 1600x900)

>>244954606 #
I'm making a more elaborate version of this sealed with silicone caulk and a double
layer of rubber that fits perfectly around the face.

If you're gonna do it, put effort into it, do it carefully, properly and make sure you get
a good seal, otherwise it's pointless.
For the filter either make one out of a can and a disposable mask, fixing it to one side of the can
(holes+caulk seal, remember the intake area should be as big as possible to not asphixiate yourself).
Ideally use a pancake or 40mm particulate filter but at that point why not get a goddamn respirator like
you should?

You can make a better attachment by drilling through a bottlecap and attaching it to the can, seal with
caulk, seal everything with caulk. put an o-ring inbetween them and double fix with non porous tape after
fixing.

Personally, I am testing if the disposable mask's life can be extended by adding a mucus filter at the
bottom of the mask made of a sandwitch of tissue - gauze - coffee filter - gauze - tissue.
The idea is to mitigate the mucous buildup and be able to replace just the mucous filter instead of the
mask.
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>>

>>
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Will it work? I have no idea, but I don't intend to bet my life on it so it'll remain a last resort thing.
Will make a guide for those who are super fucked and can't get proper gear.
Pros are: good seal, eye protection, potential re-usability of disposable mask
Cons are: not that simple to make, if you fuck up the seal you goof all the way to your grave and kill your
family in the process.

WIP so far

 Anonymous (ID: RN8oeYiW )  02/23/20(Sun)08:52:30 No.244961934

>>244961348 #
I like it.

 Anonymous (ID: b1YIrcHn )  02/23/20(Sun)08:59:49 No.244962490

>>244936757 #
>oats is more expensive here than rice

Holy fucking shit you must be poor as fuck if that matters. In burgerville yeah if you pick up a 20 lb sack of
white rice super special it'll be like 50 cents a pound. It'll be maybe 80 cents-$2 a pound for oats. If you're
that fucking poor that you can't buy your bodyweight in oats fuck off.

>oats need other stuff to make it edible 

No. Steel cut oats by themselves are just as edible as a bowl of plain white rice. Yeah, throw in a little sea
salt, maybe some raisins or whatever if you want, but you don't need anything else. I like adding chocolate
whey protein to a bowl of oats, easy 50g of protein right there.

 Anonymous (ID: ii2XP/kC )  02/23/20(Sun)09:13:11 No.244963594

>>244961348 #
>Will make a guide for those who are super fucked and can't get proper gear.
You're a good person.

 Anonymous (ID: Ngy/WvNb )  02/23/20(Sun)09:17:18 No.244963931
File: 1581041813343.jpg (34 KB, 1024x378)

>>244937273 #
we're already replacing workers with robots you retard this is only going to
accelerate the process just like the black death did

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHVA_FyXvPk [Open]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpPHR-mZEOQ&feature=emb_err_watch_on_yt [Open]

https://patentscope.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2017191316

Just for food harvesting, most of the production process is already automated.
And the United States produces so much excess food it gives a ton of it, the vast majority even, to other
nations as a form of foreign aid
USA pulls out we're going to be looking after our own and our closest allies, which does not include your
cuck nation.

As for services, again, automation has been rolling out steadily for decades for that. Things are gonna
suck for awhile if shit all happens at once but we are already partially insulated from SHFT scenario in the
services industries.

As for your brainlet nuclear fear-mongering, as a part-time nuclear engineer you're just being retarded
there. There are systems in place to cause safe, automatic shutdown in the event of operator failure, not
to mention that nuclear powerplant meltdown does NOT equate to a nuclear attack you absolute
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mongoloid.
But what can you expect from some irrelevant 3rd world shithole from europe like your failure of a "nation"

 Anonymous (ID: o8NCGzei )  02/23/20(Sun)09:29:53 No.244964939

>>244959114 #
>mixing vinegar and bicarb soda
stopped reading here, this person is clearly an idiot. mixing them neutralises both so you just get salty
water. also no need to use expensive apple cider vinegar, standard distilled white vinegar is far cheaper
and cleaner if you aren't tasting it

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)09:39:56 No.244965785

>>244961348 #
I like this idea more than buying the "proper" fullface mask, sure it look stupid, but if its works..woot. Its
the rubber seal that the hardest IMHO. I would also consider an "external water trap" to filter air intake. As
for air outlet...any workaround ?

>>244962490 #
>>244963931 #

Sorry, but do not compare your situation with other people and condemn those who arent to your
standard. We live on the other side of the rock to begin with.

 Anonymous (ID: UnR/ZmyZ )  02/23/20(Sun)09:40:26 No.244965833

>>244937273 #
pure hapoon fantasy. even if say 30% of the population died life would still move on. we would be in a
martial law type society for a long time but life would move on

 Anonymous (ID: p4jM4ezX )  02/23/20(Sun)09:46:06 No.244966365

>malaysia thinking his country stands a chance at surviving any type of apocalyptic event.
youre fucked either way mate, might as well use your money to enjoy life while you can

 Anonymous (ID: ICNMvXvO )  02/23/20(Sun)09:49:25 No.244966715

>>244954167 #
thos is good stuff, thanks.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)09:53:48 No.244967138
File: wrong spot.png (547 KB, 530x800)

>>244966365 #
Yeah, its true we dont have a chance, but being small have its advantage - manageable and
resourceful. Yours is fine too - isolated. North America, Europe, Middle East, India, China is
not, there is where you should be concern with. (Notice I did not list Africa ? or Greenland ?)
Hahaha.

 Anonymous (ID: OFkfHGfV )  02/23/20(Sun)10:06:02 No.244968239
File: 1578698826086.gif (3.64 MB, 458x257)

Bump
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 Anonymous (ID: ii2XP/kC )  02/23/20(Sun)10:07:53 No.244968418
File: guide.jpg (3.68 MB, 2784x6920)

>>244933245 (OP) #

 Anonymous (ID: eiSo3cBa )  02/23/20(Sun)10:09:59 No.244968620
File: 1581747447374.jpg (79 KB, 736x552)

>>244965785 #
>I like this idea more than buying the "proper" fullface mask, sure it look stupid, but
if its works..woot. Its the rubber seal that the hardest IMHO.
Don't. I repeat, DON'T. You have to be extremely meticulous as to not miss any gaps,
and they are easy to miss.
I repeat, I wouldn't bet my life on this, no matter how well it's built.

An alternative is to repurpose a snorkel mask.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Scn90dHA3Fk [Open]
I can't in good conscience recommend that you go scrap mask over snorkel mask, no matter how great
of a job you did.
The scrap mask is a LAST RESORT.
Use proper gear, if you can't just repurpose a snorkel, and then if and only if there's no alternative
consider a bottle mask, and for god's sake pour your soul into crafting it properly.

 Anonymous (ID: q2s8YQ0l )  02/23/20(Sun)10:15:08 No.244969071

>>244934235 #
Don't forget the rubber boots or booties.

 Anonymous (ID: ii2XP/kC )  02/23/20(Sun)10:15:46 No.244969125
File: 374-Bug-Out-Bag-List-1b-2.jpg (892 KB, 900x5593)

 Anonymous (ID: 0aiPe0RC )  02/23/20(Sun)10:21:15 No.244969633

>>244937123 #
Yes. We are coming up on the shoulder growing season. Get sprouting seeds. Brassicas. U can grow
them full size in 70 days or 15 days for sprouts. Also dont forget 50lbs of food salt. Where i live in rural
state of jefferson there are way more cows then people. When the supply chain breaks down i will have
access to tons of cattle that need to be culled. Going to make a huge smoker and b the beef jerky king.

 Anonymous (ID: QcTsIbsR )  02/23/20(Sun)10:24:44 No.244969976
File: wildlife_deer_organs_diag(...).jpg (22 KB, 340x288)

>>244953374 #
Okay, there is a rule in hunting. 
Never hit the bowel. If you do, the nasty things in the intestine will get in the blood.
The animal will take forever to die, if he die and not only he will have run kilometers
with little blood on the ground, not only you will probably never find the body, but
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also the tainted blood will have more than the time to ruin the meat. It will still be
edible but you won't be able to keep in in the freezer, as it is being digested. It will
also taste wrong. 

What you do want is to hit a vital organ, and one that will either make it fall where he
is or who will leave an bloody track. 

Yes, if you hit the brain the animal will die, but an animal brain is small and hard to
locate, their skull is thick and will deviate the bullet and their head move all the time. 

Aiming for the spine and arteries in the neck is like playing in a casino, you have a small chance of seeing
it becoming free meat and a large chance of seeing it run away and survive. 

What you want to aim for are the lungs, as they are large, don't move unless the animal walk and are not
well protected. If hit in the lung, the animal will choke on his blood in a minute, won't be far when it fall and
the path will be easy to follow. You also have a chance to hit the heart and he will die before he hit the
floor. 

Now remember this: after you shoot, the first thing you do is nothing. You stay hidden, note in your mind
where the animal was, as you are going there and from another point of view it will look different. You
note on your mind in which direction he ran away and you try to figure where he was hit. Depending on the
power of your bullet and the organ hit, you have charts that tell you how long you must wait. 
The animal won't run very far, but if he figure you are running after him he will run until you die. 

Sometime, it's best to leave and to come back with a retriver.

 Anonymous (ID: 0aiPe0RC )  02/23/20(Sun)10:27:01 No.244970205

>>244953564 #
Yes. Need lots of salt. Those cows become useless eaters and a liability when trucks stop rolling. Lots
of beef jerkey

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)10:27:56 No.244970299

>>244968620 #
Nah, its sort of last resort. These items are hot cakes now, I think its much better to avoid crowds/self
isolation, much more assuring. However, after prolong time and filters finish/gone, your guide is more
beneficial.

 Anonymous (ID: QcTsIbsR )  02/23/20(Sun)10:28:52 No.244970406

>>244953411 #
Deer god. 

You won't kill a deer with .22. Ever. Maybe a small bird, but it's won't even be reliable for a big one. 

For large game, outside of the African large games and the moose sized monster, .308 winchester or the
very similar 30-30 is the best choice. .223 remington is really a limit and you will need a perfect angle to
have a good chance to kill it. 

Generally speaking, the larger the bullet is and the faster the game will fall. You also want a bullet made
for the distance you are shooting at, and you don't want to walk all day with a .338 rifle.

 Anonymous (ID: kZdqLRg5 )  02/23/20(Sun)10:30:28 No.244970571

>>244968620 #
Yes its last resort. But consider this, after months of lockdown, how on earth you gonna get the proper
items ? Your guide will become important.

 Anonymous (ID: CRdYH8Oy )  02/23/20(Sun)10:30:47 No.244970600
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>>244937273 #
The US economy is 8% import/exports. Only 1.5% of that is with China. The US will be mostly unaffected
by this. The US is the safezone.

 Anonymous (ID: QcTsIbsR )  02/23/20(Sun)10:37:41 No.244971326

>>244953411 #
As for colors, the birds see nuances in colors we can't see but for the ground game it's the opposite.
Orange look brown for them and in the wood, it's a perfect color. It is highly visible to other hunter and
associated with a warning, hence while hunter wear it. Hunters can and will take you for a prey and shoot
at you if you are not clearly identified as a human. 
The do see blue perfectly well. 

Finding a deer is not the easy part. You can stay in the wood for days before you see one. If you are in for
the meat, cheat and ive them food, like apples. Once they know where the feeding spot is, they will
come often and you will just have to wait for them from a good position. 

Do not fire a second time. You may hit the bowel. Your choice of gun, optic, hunting tacs and all should all
be made about optimizing the effect of your first bullet. This is why cal 12 and bolt actions are so
common. 

There is many way to turn a dead deer into meat, all are fine. Keep two things in mind: the deer may have
ticks on them and they are now looking for another host. You must use gloves and look at the skin on your
arm. 
Second, you must avoid contaminating the meat with the unclean things. Well prepared meat will be
conserved for a year in a freezer, contaminated one will be bad after two weeks.

 Anonymous (ID: GEm0lLaG )  02/23/20(Sun)10:40:29 No.244971606

>>244957793 #
thanks, fren

 Anonymous (ID: ec9ELX47 )  02/23/20(Sun)10:42:04 No.244971760
File: 100DC1F4-CEAD-40C1-B53C-B(...).jpg (36 KB, 640x360)

>>244933245 (OP) #
No pic dump but experienced prepper here. 
I am not some autistic stormfag like many of you here, however i don’t mean to
generalize so forgive me. I am an outdoorsman who essentially doesn’t have any real
AWAKE friends and I come here to talk with intelligent people, and I like the

shitposting. 

First rule of prepping is environmental awareness and the necessities. Know what weather conditions
you’ll be facing, and do not count on electricity. Then you need to stock on essentials: food, water, and
clothes (shelter). If you’re in a city, get ready to fucking NEET for weeks, maybe months. In my opinion
city anons are going to all die.

Then you need to get a combat weapon. Be it a 12 Ga or an AR15/AK47. Stock up on at least 2K Rounds,
maybe more. 

Learn wilderness survival skills, how to make a temporary shelter, how to skin and cook a rabbit/squirrel.
How to tell if those animals are sick and you can’t eat them. A lot of shit you need to learn. 

Stay GREY. Minimize human contact as much as possible. Conserve food and water. And change your
socks. If there’s one thing that gets people fucked up and sick it’s the fact that they don’t change their
undershirts and socks. If there’s 3 things you need to clean, it’s socks underwear and undershirts.

 Anonymous (ID: Hj3xAV9K )  02/23/20(Sun)10:43:00 No.244971856

>>244970406 #
Wrong, .22lr is the most dangerous caliber designed by man. It'll bounce around inside your skull or ribs,
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blending you from the inside out. A single shot will easily kill a deer, or schoolchild, and this dangerous
assault round needs to be banned. .22s have killed more people than all other calibers combined.

 Anonymous (ID: ec9ELX47 )  02/23/20(Sun)10:43:43 No.244971922

>>244970406 #
Wi wi, you know your calibers and shit French anon

 Anonymous (ID: ec9ELX47 )  02/23/20(Sun)10:44:18 No.244971993

>>244971856 #
Nice b8

 Anonymous (ID: eiSo3cBa )  02/23/20(Sun)10:44:39 No.244972038

>>244970299 #
Glad it helps, I'll make a formal one after immersion testing this thing

 Anonymous (ID: CRdYH8Oy )  02/23/20(Sun)10:51:38 No.244972737

>>244962490 #
If ya'll are going to store massive amounts of rice, then invest in a nice, efficient manual grinder for it to
make rice flour with. By loads of sugar too. You can make rice flour, mix with the sugar, add some yeast
and bake a cake. If you are stuck eating rice for long periods, then having a sweet treat every now and
then will boost moral (which is equally important to survival)
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